
Friday Forward is a worldwide marvel among motivation searchers. What's more, it started 
as a basic week after week official email. President Robert Glazer needed to associate with 
his group by sharing messages around self-improvement. So he passed along scraps of 
text, pictures, and stories that he discovered genuinely rousing.  
 
Glazer's week by week note to his 40-man group was persistently "sent" on, developing this 
persuasive email impact to more than 200,000 standard perusers in more than 60 nations. 
Glazer's currently viewed as a specialist in invigorating individuals to accomplish their best.  
 
In this synopsis, you'll find out around four extraordinary standards, which he calls the "four 
limits": territories we have to grow so we can quit failing to meet expectations and begin 
carrying on with important and motivated lives.  
 

Chapter 1 - Distinguishing your fundamental beliefs expands 
your profound limit. 
At the point when sociologists met a gathering of non-Jewish individuals living in a European 
town influenced by the Holocaust, they were astounded by what they realized. Some of them 
had risked their daily routines to save the Jewish individuals who experienced in the town. 
Furthermore, some hadn't. The sociologists needed to perceive what separated the two 
gatherings.  
 
It boiled down to parental order.  
 
The people who had protected Jewish individuals all had solid recollections of their folks not 
just upholding rules –, for example, "don't cheat" – yet also clarifying why those guidelines 
were significant. The rescuers comprehended the qualities that supported the principles.  
 
Need to motivate individuals to be simply the best form? Try not to zero in on standards; 
distinguish values.  
 
To carry on with your best life, you have to fabricate four unmistakable limits: otherworldly, 
scholarly, physical, and enthusiastic. These parts will provoke you to manufacture these 
limits through idea works out. You can do these activities whenever however they're 
intended to be incorporated into your morning schedule.  
 
Presently, how about we dive into the otherworldly limit. Fruitful people, associations, 
assemblages, and families all make them thing in like manner: they've distinguished their 
basic beliefs. Also, they live them out. That incorporates addressing themselves or others 
now and again when those qualities are undermined.  
 
When constructing your profound limit, center around recognizing your fundamental beliefs 
and your true reason.  
 
Not certain where to begin?  
 



Attempt the "one final talk" work out. Envision you're given 20 minutes to give a discussion 
on totally any theme. Yet, there's a trick: this will be the last talk you give before you bite the 
dust. What would you like to give to the world before you go?  
 
Try not to possess energy for a 20-minute talk? At that point attempt the "heritage" work out. 
You should simply respond to one inquiry. How might you need to be recollected in 100 
years? Addressing the inquiry genuinely expects you to look at your life in detail. Does the 
daily routine you're experiencing associate with the heritage you need to accomplish? Also, if 
it doesn't, what changes do you have to make?  
 

Chapter 2 - Plan to prevail at living your center's otherworldly 
reason. 
Maybe you've known about Ed Sheeran, the normal kid from Halifax, England who shot to 
the highest point of the pop graphs. Regardless of whether you're inexperienced with him, 
you've without a doubt murmured along to one of his tunes eventually.  
 
Indeed, what does Ed Sheeran have to do with you? He was an overnight achievement. You 
couldn't in any way, shape, or form have that sort of best of luck. Karma has little to do with 
Sheeran's prosperity. In meetings, he's uncovered that he played more than 300 live shows 
and performed at endless open mic evenings before he was "found." And there were a lot of 
focuses where he needed to surrender. For what reason isn't that right?  
 
Since he didn't have a back-up arrangement. Sheeran understood what his center object 
was. He gave himself no other alternative except to prevail with regards to accomplishing it.  
 
Try not to plan to fall flat. Prepare to stun the world! Think like Ed Sheeran. Or on the other 
hand, so far as that is concerned, US President John F. Kennedy. In 1962, JFK asserted 
that he planned to put a man on the moon before the decade's over. We as a whole skill that 
played out, yet at the time JFK's objective appeared to be ludicrously yearning.  
 
The moonshot is a perfect representation of what creator Jim Collins calls a Big Hairy 
Audacious Goal or BHAG. Furthermore, in 1962 practically nobody figured JFK's BHAG 
would work.  
 
Things being what they are, the reason did it?  
 
All things considered, for one, it was explicit and quantifiable. The objective was to put a 
man on the moon. Not to improve the space program. Not to gain ground towards a lunar 
landing. To put a man on the moon.  
 
It likewise had a cutoff time. JFK planned eight years to pull off the moon arrival. His group 
did it with one year to save, and under spending plan for sure!  
 
As JFK himself stated, it was an objective that served "to arrange and quantify the best of 
our energies and abilities."  



 
Note that state: the best of. Furthermore, think about this: to give the best of yourself, you 
likewise need to choose what you will be awful at. Take a gander at IKEA. The Swedish 
furniture goliath is an inside and out example of overcoming adversity, isn't that so?  
 
Indeed, IKEA got fruitful because they chose what they would have been terrible at gathering 
furniture and conveying on client comfort. That is fine! IKEA has a $40 billion valuation 
because being awful at what they couldn't care less about leaves them alone the best at 
what they do think about.  
 
So what's your BHAG? What are you going to be acceptable at, and terrible at, to get it 
going?  
 

Chapter 3 - Scholarly limit lets you continue on your fantasies. 
Little known techniques! There's a tremendous craving for these tips and deceives that 
appear to offer an alternate route to progress. Along these lines, when financial speculator 
Morgan Housel offered to share his hacks, individuals were anxious to hear them. Here is a 
couple…  
 
Housel's showcasing hack? Make an item that everybody needs.  
 
His composing hack? Compose day by day until you get the hang of it.  
 
His learning hack? Peruse a book. Peruse another. Rehash as essential.  
 
What's the exercise here? There are no easy routes. Not every person can place in the hard 
yards expected to make enduring progress. However, you can, if you fabricate your scholarly 
limit.  
 
As we learned in the last part, building up your profound limit is tied in with finding your 
actual reason. That is incredible. Be that as it may, without finish, your objectives are only 
unfilled dreams.  
 
That is the place where the scholarly limit comes in. You have to manufacture the capacity to 
plan smart objectives and develop the order to accomplish them. You have to slice through 
the clamor of regular day to day existence and cut out an opportunity to zero in on what's 
significant.  
 
Here are a couple of activities that can help trim your daily agenda and recenter your 
energies.  
 
To start with, attempt to detangle dire assignments from significant undertakings. All around 
very frequently, an alleged "earnest" task – think noting an email – can occupy you from 
doing a "significant" task – like composing a strategy for your side hustle.  
 



Try not to take care of the dire and fail to remember the significance. Rather than making a 
daily agenda, make a four-square framework. The principal square is for errands that are 
significant and pressing. Do this first.  
 
The second is for undertakings that are significant yet not pressing. Do this second. The 
third square is for errands that are earnest yet not significant. Do these last, if you have time. 
Shouldn't something be said about the fourth square? Indeed, that is for undertakings that 
are neither significant nor earnest. All in all, you don't have to do them by any means!  
 
Do you regularly end up hindered in undertakings that are neither significant nor pressing? 
You should make a quit doing list. This is exactly what it seems like: a rundown of things that 
you're done going to invest time or energy on. This frees you up to zero in on key objectives 
and allows you to deny errands that are essentially not significant.  
 
Here's the last achievement hack: quit investing energy in errands that don't serve your 
goals, and keep your focus on the big picture!  
 

Chapter 4 - Structure great propensities and your objectives will 
deal with themselves. 
It is safe to say that you are a chronic snoozer, continually swiping the five-minutes-more 
catch on your morning caution? Of course, you increase an additional five minutes of 
sublime rest. However, what are you passing up?  
 
Business visionary Hal Elrod overviewed the day by day schedules of a portion of the world's 
best successful people, from CEOs to specialists. He discovered their morning schedules all 
common six components. Quietness – which includes contemplation or reflection. 
Confirmation – or utilizing positive self-talk. Perception – which causes you to manufacture a 
psychological picture of what you'll accomplish in your day.  
 
Exercise – to wake your detects and get your blood going. Scribing – otherwise called 
composing or journaling. Also, at long last, Reading – setting aside some effort to be 
motivated by the expressions of others.  
 
Creating and adhering to a morning schedule is essentially one of the best approaches to 
frame the order important to accomplish your greatest potential. That is reason enough to 
cut off your association with the nap button.  
 
Along these lines, you've recognized your fundamental beliefs and planned a feasible way of 
achieving them. Presently, an ideal opportunity to finish. How? On the off chance that you 
make a propensity for pursuing your objectives, it will get intuitive.  
 
It takes 21 days to frame another propensity. Be that as it may, which new propensity? All 
things considered, in case you're sharp about it, you can frame more than one 
simultaneously. Setting a cornerstone propensity can make a domino impact, starting yet 
more great propensities to shape.  



 
Working out, for instance, is a cornerstone propensity that can start the propensity for better 
eating. What's more, individuals who practice and eat well will in general be more beneficial 
and less focused. Other cornerstone propensities incorporate journaling and plunking down 
to have supper consistently.  
 
One propensity you should attempt to develop? The propensity for greatness. At the point 
when Ann Miura-Ko took a temporary job at Yale's branch of designing, she revealed to her 
dad the position was humble. Her dad asked her: How are you going to do top-notch work?  
 
Enlivened by her dad's inquiry, Miura-Ko made a propensity for greatness in all that she did, 
from making the crispest copies and upgrading the documenting framework, to picking the 
most delicious doughnuts for group breaks. At the point when she visited the Dean's 
companion, a man named Lewis, around the division, normally she worked superbly.  
 
All things considered, this Lewis was Lewis Platt, CEO of Hewlett-Packard. Miura-Ko 
dazzled him so much that he offered to coach her. Presently, she's one of the world's best 
financial speculators.  
 
Could it be any more obvious? Great propensities can bring surprisingly better rewards.  
 

Chapter 5 - Build up your actual ability to accomplish extreme 
pinnacle execution. 
How would you train for a long-distance race? With carb-stacking and every day runs? Your 
body may be readied, yet will you have the psychological solidarity to prop up when each 
muscle in your body is shouting out to stop?  
 
How would you concentrate on a high-pressure test? With cheat sheets and late-night study 
meetings? You may be intellectually sharp, yet is your body prepared to satisfy the needs of 
the overwhelming day by day study? Will you be sharp and solid on test day?  
 
In case you're keen on accomplishing top execution, your psyche and body should be fit as a 
fiddle, regardless of what objective you're running after.  
 
A work area laborer who practices close to nothing and eats inadequately isn't performing to 
his pinnacle, regardless of how great his last execution survey was. Try not to disregard your 
actual wellness, regardless of whether you're pursuing a scholarly or otherworldly objective. 
A wellness practice can ingrain the coarseness, endurance, and assurance important to 
perform at the most extreme limit.  
 
Here's the uplifting news: by making only a couple of little changes, you can launch your 
wellness.  
 
Start at the miniature level. For instance, in case you're attempting to be more dynamic and 
watch less TV, conceal your far off or eliminate the batteries. If you need to go to the rec 



center before anything else, spread out your exercise gear the prior night or put your running 
shoes alongside your bed.  
 
Next, survey your current circumstance at a full-scale level. What general patterns and 
propensities are keeping you from arriving at your wellness objectives? Suppose you'd 
prefer to improve your wellbeing by eliminating drinking liquor. What ecological components 
may restrain your prosperity?  
 
On the off chance that you and your mates get together for a beverage most evenings seven 
days, you'll have to restrict your social meetings with them and find new companions or 
exercises with which to fill your leftover nights.  
 
Resolution is fine and dandy, however, establishing a climate that permits you to succeed is 
critical to accomplishing wellness objectives.  
 

Chapter 6 - Sports advantage the body and brain. 
US swimmer Michael Phelps secured the gold award in the 200-meter butterfly at the 2008 
summer Olympics in Beijing. Phelps' exhibition was a great athletic accomplishment. What 
makes it considerably more amazing is the way that, part of the way through the race, his 
goggles had loaded up with water.  
 
Notwithstanding this actual mishap, Phelps had the option to draw on his psychological 
preparation to arrive at the end goal. He had placed in hours envisioning himself dominating 
the race, directly down to tallying out the number of strokes he would need to make it as far 
as possible.  
 
First-class competitors like Phelps utilize mental preparation to take their presentation from 
extraordinary to world-beating. Information laborers, as well, can help their psychological 
exhibition utilizing aptitudes and methodologies from the game's world.  
 
Group activities, specifically, don't simply profit your actual wellness. They show versatility, 
control, steadiness, and coordinated effort.  
 
Nowadays, numerous guardians are reluctant to sign their youngsters up for group activities. 
They need to shield them from the cruel rivalry and shield them from the agony of losing. In 
any case, the rivalry is a piece of life and misfortune is unavoidable. Just 1 percent of kids 
that partake in secondary school group activities in the US proceed to become proficient 
competitors.  
 
However, 100% of youngsters should work together in a group later on. 100% of kids should 
deal with proficient frustration with versatility. Furthermore, 100% of youngsters will require 
order and ingenuity to defeat difficulties. The game forms more than muscle. It manufactures 
character.  
 
Furthermore, group activities convey methodologies that are adaptable to different regions. 
Take group cycling. Motivated by the route runs of winged creatures travel through the sky, 



group cyclists ride in a peloton development, in which riders at the front endure the worst 
part of wind pressure, while riders in the center have a similarly simpler ride. At stretches, 
riders change position, alternating with the snort work and breaks.  
 
Envision receiving a peloton attitude at work or in your own life – starting to lead the pack 
when it suits your qualities, at that point letting others sparkle when you have to rest and 
recover. At the point when you make sports part of your everyday practice, techniques like 
the peloton arrangement will turn out to be natural.  
 

Chapter 7 - Enthusiastic strength is the x-factor in defeating 
difficulties. 
 
In 1981, Dr. Mary-Claire Kay had one of the most exceedingly awful long stretches of her 
life. Toward the beginning of the week, her significant other disclosed to her he was leaving 
her for one of his alumni understudies, from this point forward.  
 
She was left as the sole guardian for her then six-year-old girl. A couple of days after the 
fact, her house was burgled. What's more, to finish it all off, that Friday she was planned to 
pitch for award financing at an out-of-state gathering.  
 
Nobody might have accused Dr. Kay of putting off her meeting pitch and considering it seven 
days. However, in some way or another, she found the passionate strength to make her 
introduction as arranged. She effectively made sure about financing for her venture – an 
undertaking that eventually recognized the BRCA1 quality.  
 
Ladies who convey the BRCA1 quality are more defenseless to bosom malignant growth. On 
account of Dr. Kay's exploration, also her passionate grit, these ladies would now be able to 
get to life-sparing precaution disease care.  
 
Profound clearness, scholarly meticulousness, and actual ability are altogether important to 
achieve your objectives. However, these three components won't get you over the line if the 
voice in your mind lets you know "I can't do this" or "it's excessively hard." That's the reason 
it's urgent to develop enthusiastic prosperity.  
 
All in all, what does somebody working at a full enthusiastic limit resemble? We should turn 
around to Dr. Mary-Claire Kay and her awful week to discover. Regardless of the entirety of 
the misfortunes, Kay kept zeroed in on her objective.  
 
At the point when she wound up out of nowhere isolated from her significant other and 
powerless after a theft, she found the solidarity to endure. Dr. Kay's enthusiastic strength 
looks a ton such as independence.  
 
Yet, there's another vital detail to Dr. Kay's story. Before the meeting, she called her tutor for 
counsel. He pushed her to go to the meeting and urged her to bring her little girl with him. He 
even sat with her little girl while Kay gave her introduction.  
 



We all will encounter awful days, weeks, or even years. Enthusiastic flexibility doesn't mean 
stopping yourself from others. Passionate strength is worked by encircling yourself with 
confided in coaches and allies, requesting and tolerating their assistance when it's required.  
 

Chapter 8 - Develop passionate prosperity through reflection 
and association. 
 
"How was your day?"  
 
"Fine. How was yours?"  
 
"Fine."  
 
Sound recognizable? Tedious supper table discussions like these are wasted chances: a 
botched opportunity to associate with friends and family, and to think about our encounters. 
Is it true that you are prepared to push past this worn-out content? Attempt the rose, thistle, 
bud work out. Offer the best piece of your day – that is the rose; the most exceedingly awful 
piece of your day, or the thistle; and in conclusion the bud – something in your day that gave 
you trust.  
 
Your dinnertime talk will undoubtedly be less exhausting. Shockingly better, through 
reflection, you develop that basic passionate limit.  
 
At the point when you reflect, you compel yourself to tune into your encounters and speak 
the truth about your feelings. Start inspecting your feelings and solidly communicating them 
as opposed to suppressing them.  
 
However, don't simply stop at the reflection. The other key to enthusiastic prosperity? 
Association. A Harvard study, directed more than 75 years, discovered that there was one 
factor undeniably more critical than diet, exercise, or material abundance in deciding bliss: 
quality connections. That is quality, not amount: several shallow online media associations 
are worth far short of what one profoundly bona fide companionship or organization.  
 
Shaping profound bonds takes work. In any case, you're up for the test, right?  
 
It's anything but difficult to like posts on Facebook and Instagram. Be that as it may if you 
truly need to draw in, take the connection disconnected. A call or supper both offer the 
opportunity to genuinely associate such that is impractical through web-based media.  
 
It's anything but difficult to compartmentalize your connections, keeping your companions 
separate from those you share more utilitarian associations with, similar to partners and 
neighbors. While not every person you meet is a companion taking shape, make an effort 
not to perceive any relationship as simply value-based.  
 



Your right hand, the conveyance fellow, the lady down the lobby: they're all individuals. Also, 
you may share more practically speaking than you might suspect.  
 
It's anything but difficult to ask, What's in this for me? at the point when you're interfacing 
with others. However, take a stab at grasping your benevolent side. You may not get any 
prize for helping an outsider or playing out an irregular thoughtful gesture. In any case, your 
rousing liberality will swell outward into the world. 

Friday Forward: Inspiration & Motivation to End Your Week 
Even Stronger Than You Started It by Robert Glazer Book 
Review 
We experience a daily reality that brimming with moving individuals and stories. What's 
preventing you from utilizing that motivation to accomplish your fantasies and take 
advantage of life? On the off chance that you develop the four limits – otherworldly, 
intelligent, physical, and passionate – you might be amazed at exactly the amount you can 
achieve.  
 
The state no effectively.  
 
Zeroing in on an objective can in some cases mean denying assignments that occupy that 
objective. At the point when you state no, incorporate all the components of a decent 
dismissal. Recognize the solicitation. Concede that your needs lie somewhere else right 
now. Decline the solicitation. Also, clarify that you're reliably dismissing all such demands. 
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